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VIC GODDARD
“Anybody who claims that
schooling stops at the school
door couldn’t be more wrong”
“What sort of example is this to set our
children? Teachers call pupils ‘scumbags’
and the head flicks V-signs at his deputy
in school praised as ‘outstanding’”
So screamed the Daily Mail in
September 2011 after seeing the first
half of the first episode of Channel 4’s
fly-on-the-classroom-wall documentary
Educating Essex (they were excluded
from the early screenings for being, well,
the Daily Mail).
The subject of their ire was ‘worst
headteacher in the country’ Vic Goddard.
Council-estate born and raised, Vic
has worked his way up through the
system from a PE teacher via Head of
Department and a brief stint in Cairo,
to being one of the most high profile,
controversial, innovative and bluntly
passionate heads we have met. And if
you had seen Educating Essex (and not
just read the story the Daily Mail made
up based on half the show and a press
release) you will know that for yourself.
Vic, a qualified and experienced Dive
Master to boot, not only brings drive,
creativity and innovation to the role,
putting the children he so clearly cares
for centre stage at every opportunity,
he also brings the human touch to what
he unashamedly describes as ‘his other
family’.
In his own words, ‘If you saw the
programme, you’ll recognise me, I’m the
one crying’.

His passion for education – an education
that refuses to accept limits in what
young people and their teachers are
capable of – is matched by his genuine
zeal for educational leadership. ‘It’s the
best job in the world’, he says (with such
conviction that we are going to use it for
the title of his forthcoming book to be
published by the Independent Thinking
Press).
He goes on to say, ‘Once I became
hooked on teaching I realised that I
wanted to be a head by 40 and on the
golf course by 55’.
Since the airing of the BAFTA-winning
TV show in the Autumn of 2011, Vic has
been very much in demand, speaking
to headteacher conferences such as
the National College and the ASCL
as well as talking to audiences of new
teachers, encouraging them not only to
embrace teaching as a profession but
also have the ambition and drive to aim
for headship.
In an era of super-heads with equally
super-salaries, Vic has never been
in it for anything other than making a
difference to young people’s lives and,
having visited his school in Harlow, we
have seen the spirit of innovation and
enterprise that he brings to make this
happen on a daily basis.

“Ultimately, the whole school is my
classroom. I know that might sound
a bit cranky but that’s the way it is” The Best Job in the World
Feedback about Vic’s work from
recent events include:
“Just wanted to say thank you on
behalf of CHTA, really made our
conference fizz! Vic gave us a
humble, humorous and very real
account of his time at Passmores
which chimed well with our
Headteacher delegates”
“Truly inspirational. His understanding
of actual teaching, mixed with his
video from Taylor Mali was actually
stunning and probably the best 30
minutes of any staff conference that I
have been to”
Books written by Vic Goddard:
The Best Job in the World
Don’t Change the Light Bulbs
(contributor)
Vic has been with Independent Thinking
since 2012
All Independent Thinking Associates are
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